CRAZY NINE PATCH

This quilt uses very simple straight line construction but the final block makes it look like it is very complicated.

You will need to bring 9 different fabrics cut into 12” squares to class. There has to be good contrast between all your fabrics or the pattern won’t be as dramatic.

One set of 9 fabrics will finish approximately 30” x 30” before borders. This size would be good for a table topper or baby quilt. In order to make a larger quilt you will need another set of 9 squares of fabric cut 12”.

You may also use the pre-cut Layer Cakes (10” squares) which are usually made from a fabric collection. Your finished block would be a little smaller but it may make choosing fabric a little easier.

You always need multiples of 9 fabrics for this to work.

Borders will be discussed in our first class.
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